A b s t r a c t
This paper gives an o v e r v i e w of subrecursive h i e r a r c h y theory as it relates to c o m p u t a t i o n a l c o m p l e x i t y and applies some of the concepts to questions about the size of programs in s u b r e c u r s i v e p r o g r a m m i n g languages.
The p u r p o s e is three-fold, to reveal in simple terms the workings of subrecursive hierarchies, to indicate new results in the area, and to point out ways that the fundamental ideas in h i e r a r c h y theory can lead to interesting q u e s t i o n s about p r o g r a m m i n g languages.
A specific a p p l i c a t i o n yields new i n f o r m a t i o n about Blum's results on the size of programs and about the r e l a t i o n s h i p between size and efficiency. C o n s t a b l e designed languages for ~n (defined below) based on the notion of a stack [8] and of r e s t r i c t e d p r o g r a m m o d i f ication [7] .
The s u b r e c u r s i v e languages have several virtues.
All programs terminate so there § 1 I n t r o d u c t i o n is no "halting problem". A bound for the C o n s i d e r a p r o g r a m m i n g language ~ such running time of a p r o g r a m can be d e t e r m i n e d as reference Algol or LISP capable of exp r e s s i n g algorithms for all partial recursive functions ~ : ~m + ~ where = {0,1,2 .... } . It is w e l l -k n o w n that such languages have the capacity to express algorithms which produce a s t r o n o m i c a l l y large computations.
In other words, contains a l g o r i t h m s for functions whose c o m p u t a t i o n at any input would exhause all imaginable c o m p u t i n g resources. L e t t i n g denote the class of all (total) recursive functions,this fact means that the functions "actually computed" belong to subrecursive classes, ~ c 6q . For instance there is reason to believe that all functions actually used in computing belong to ~i the class of p r i m i t i v e r e c u r s i v e t functions.
t One can argue that only finite functions are "actually computed".
However, for reasons of m a t h e m a t i c a l a p p l i c a t i o n a first a p p r o x i m a t i o n to actual computing should allow for the c o m p u t a b i l i t y of infinite functions such as x+y , x.y , xY , etc. See Elgot & Robinson [i0] and M c C a r t h y [16] for a d i s c u s s i o n of this point.
It is in fact one of the tasks of computing theory to discover a class or classes of functions which a d e q u a t e l y r e p r e s e n~ the functions actually computed.
The class ~ of elem e n t a r y functions may be a more r e a s o n a b l e candidate than ~i from the input and syntax.
The c o n c e p t u a l structure of programs is simpler than the structure of general r e c u r s i v e programs.
C o m p u t a t i o n a l e f f i c i e n c y is not sacrificed for these advantages.
In a forthcoming article, the author and A l l a n Borodin [9] show there is no s i g n i f i c a n t loss of c o m p u t a t i o n a l e f f i c i e n c y caused by computing w i t h certain s u b r e c u r s i v e languages. In Cleave's language the loss is at most a constant factor c of the total running time.
In the case of various m o d i f i c a t i o n s of the "Loop" language of M e y e r & Ritchie the loss is again at m o s t a linear factor c F and for their original language the loss is at m o s t a square factor.
What are the d i s a d v a n t a g e s of subrecursive languages? Blum [3] has shown that p r o g r a m c o m p a c t n e s s is sacrificed.
He defines the notion of p r o g r a m size axiomatically.
If i is a program, let lil be its size.
One valid m e a s u r e of size is the length of a p r o g r a m (number of cards in the deck).
Blum shows that if f is any recursive function, there is a primitive recursive function f. whose m i n i m u m 1 length s u b r e c u r s i v e program, say i ° , satisfies f(lJl) < Jiol for j some general r e c u r s i v e p r o g r a m for f.
So for f(x) = i00 • x , there is l some p r i m i t i v e recursive function whose shortest s u b r e c u r s i v e p r o g r a m is 100 times longer than one of its general recursive This r e s e a r c h was supported in part by National Science F o u n d a t i o n Grant GJ-579.
Furthermore, Blum shows that the computational complexity: say run-time, of j is nearly the same as that for i except on a finite set.
Blum's result seems to indicate that general recursiv.~ Erogramming languages have a decided advantage over subrecursive languagec.
He argues this by saying "in order for programs to be of economical size, the programming language must be powerful enough to compute arbitrary general recursive functions"
In this paper Bium's result is examined further, and it is simply shown that there is a language for ~ (or for ~i ) such that any program which can be significantly compressed without drastically degrading computational efficiency must be a computationally complex program.
The same results apply all through the known subrecursive hierarchies, ~ , and they apply to the interesting languages such as Meyer & Ritchie [18] .
The result also shows that there is a trade-off relationship between size and computational complexity (measured without an a.e. condition). Such facts can be construed to mean that for the purposes of working in the usable levels of the elementary functions, there is a subrecursive language capable of expressing all elementary functions and there is a size measure on that language such that the usable functions cannot be significantly compressed without degrading efficiency.
These results indicate some of the uses of hierarchies. The classes ~ _ ~i are not of interest because their functions will be used in computing but because they serve to measure the capabilities of languages and computing systems.
Moreover, the specific principles on which the hier- In the sections that follow, two specific programming languages, G and P , t The notation "f( )" is used to indicate a function when the number of arguments is unimportant and when a single letter f might be construed as an integer or an algorithm.
Operators from functions to functions are denoted by
is the value of the image of f( ) at
x .
-~-will be defined and used to investigate the size results and to outline the development of subrecursive hiera~2chies. In addition, the subject will be treated from the viewpoint of abstract computational complexity.
Hopefully such a treatment provides an easily intelligible overview of the subject, laying bare tire methods and open problems. § 2 Programming Languages General Recursive Language.
The main results will be developed first for specific computing systems (language and machine) and later for acceptable indexings and Blum measures.
The particu lar programming languages used are based on Shepherdson & Sturgis [26] and Cleave [5] . The language G , for General recursion, is defined as follows: The conditional is usually abbreviated to "if then <label> " leaving the "go to" and--~go to next statement:" understood. For convenience, the conditional expression is used informally.
The rule is <conditional exp.> ::= if <logical> then <term> else <term> where <logical> informally represents a true or false statement.
Examples:
The following are G-programs.
The first program doubles the contents of X , the second computes X! . Notice that programs halt when they attempt to branch to an unlabeled statement.
Also recall %% This notation takes liberties with BNF by allowing subscripts.
x ± = if x<y then 0 else x-y. YIt is assumed that the reader k n o w s the semantics of such a language from sources such as [26], [i0] or [25] .
It is interpreted on a register machine (named for the fact that the computer words which are the interpretations of the variables, can be used for arithmetic directly without the intervention of special registers).
Subrecursive Lan~ua@e
The subrecursive language relies heavily on its semantics.
Consider the sequence of functions defined by Def. 2.1 f0 (x) = x+l and
where for any function f : ~ ÷ ~, the iterate of f is defined by f(0) (x) = x, f(n+l) (x) = f(f(n) (x) ). These functions have a particularly simple structure in terms of the standard high level iterative, such as the PL/i DO,END pair. The functions f () are computed in a n canonical manner by the programs: f0 is X ÷ X + 1 and fn+l is DO X f n END. The syntax for the subrecursive language P is obtained by adding a "clock" to programs in G. Specifically <clock> : := (<constant>,<constant>) <P-program> ::= <clock>;<G-program>. The language P is interpreted on a Jlimited register machine as defined in Cleave [5] .
Briefly the machine uses a special clock register J inaccessible to the program.
When the program starts executing, J is given a positive value; n, and on every step J is decreased by one until either the program halts or J reaches -3-0.
In the later case the p r o g r a m halts abnormally, the output being whatever is in the output register at termination.
A P-program with clock (n,p) will start on input x with J = f(P) (x) (or n One of the oldest and most influential subrecursive hierarchies is the Grzegorczyk hierarchy first presented in [12] in 1953. This hierarchy has since been defined in several different ways, see [18] , [21] .
Crucial to the definition is the concept of the set of functions elementary in f , ~ (f) . The definition is sketched intuitively below so that the reader unfamiliar with the concept can see approximately what is involved.
Let ~ be the set of rational numbers, ~ = {0,±1,±2,±1/2,±3,±1/3,±2/3,...}. Let ~Q be the field of rational functions under + and • . Notice that the field is closed not only under + and • but also under the operation of substitution of functions for variables.
Denote the operation of substitution by 0 ~s. Now extend the field ~ by closing under the infinitafy rin9 operations S ( X l , . . . , X n , Y ) = q ( x l , . o . , X n , i ) i=0 The class ~I is but the first level in the oldest subrecursive hierarchy, P4ter's [19] n-fold recursive functions ~n . It was natural to ask whether Grzegorczyk's approach could be extended to ~n . Robbin [21] answered the question for Grzegorczyk's hierarchy and Constable [7] answered the question for Cleave's computational version.
In terms of the algebraic approach, an extension procedure is quite naturally suggested.
Simply consider a transfinite sequence of "transcendental elements'!. Thus for an ordinal ~ let ~n ÷ ~ be a fundamental sequence to e , e.g. n ÷ ~ , 2 • n + ~ , etc. Then new 'Ilonger" sequences are defined by the condition f (x) f~ (x) for ex X Given the standard fundamental sequences
~4-
for ordinals e < e it is shown in Cono stable [7] that for ~ = ~(f ) ~ < e ° Theorem 3.3: ~e c ~8 if ~ < 8 < e O Robbin [21] showed that % Theorem 3.4: U ~ = ~n e < n In both of these results, the properness condition, f ~ ~8 if e < 8 , is shown by a simple application of the growth rate arguments that Grzegorczyk used. The critical lemma is that f is strictly increasing for all e and all x .
To prove that ~ ~ ~8, a computational analysis is used rather than a syntactic analysis of recursion schemes.
(The syntactic method would result from a direct attempt to generalize Grzegorczyk's methods.)
A computational approach appears necessary when the functions reach the complexity of f The next section will consider the relationship between the Extended Grzegorczyk classes ~ ~ and measures of computational complexity.
Computational A p p r o a c h
This principle asserts that if there is a way to compute g( ) which is bounded by an elementary in f amount of time, then the function is elementary in f . This is less obvious than I.
It was first noticed by Kleene for the notion of "primitive recursive in".
Indeed, it is a direct consequence of the Kleene Normal Form Theorem (NFT) [14] or [24] which asserts that any ~i 6 ~ satisfies ~i(x) = U(~yT(i,x,y,)) x E ~n w h e r e U( ) 6 ~ and the "T-predicate" is elementary.
Principle II follows from the fact that although the operation of minimum, ~ , is not elementary, the operation of limited minimum, ~ < , is. This principle asserts that the computing system T~ operates in an elementary manner, is, if g() can be defined by a sequence of elementary operations, then the computing system can mimic those operations so that the cost is within an elementary operation of the cost of some specific algorithm for f(). This principle is true for all existing models of computing systems, such as onetape or multi-tape Turing machines or Register machines.
Indeed it is a good criterion by which to judge the system, "does it do elementary arithmetic in an elementary manner?" The proof follows by noticing that a%g < ~(f) and that honesty for a~g implies that there is a ~j = a~i and
The abstract approach to computational complexity can be used to cast the previous observations in a more general setting.
The abstraction begins with an acceptable indexing, {~i } , as the gene- Call {h e } e < y an e o -standard spine if h (x) = h (x) for e ÷ e e a n x the standard fundamental seq~Lence to e < Eo Interesting relationships exist between elementary classes, ~(f) , and g-complexity classes over an emc.
For instance r if f is strictly increasing and f > ~ , then f will majorize £ (f) . In fact a generalized Ritchie theorem holds. All of these results follow by applying the general principles I and II (axioms 3 and 4) as they have been applied in the literature for the special cases.
The difficult matter of showing that relatively long spines exist is put aside.
Another relationship between complexity classes and Grzegorczyk type classes is given by the Union Theorem of McCreight & Meyer [17] .
Putting ~n = ~(he+n ) and co ~e = n--U0~n the theorem asserts Unfortunately as the author has shown, even if minimal spines constructed via the M c C r e i g h t -M e y e r procedure do exist, they are so fine that The results of the hierarchy section Observe that for fixed p , say a p
show that "clock-bound ed" formalisms simi determing the limit of the usable levels lar to P can be defined for all classes of ~ , the value q required to satisfy , more generally for any class ~t In f~P) (x) < f(q) (x) decreases monotonical ly particular, the clocks f~P) ( ) can be n x . In the clock formalism for ~(f ) n P with the size measure ]I n , the programs P of ~f3(p ) cannot be shrunk by any G-program without loss of efficiency.
The same results apply to any level of the hierarchy ~ defined earlier.
These ideas can also be used to formulate a conservation or "trade-off" principle.
Notice 
